MTI Stands Up and Takes Action for Gun Safety in Our Schools

The MTI Board has endorsed the state and national call to action:

WE CALL FOR UNITY, COMMON SENSE GUN LAWS & APRIL 20 DAY OF ACTION

We condemn the current reality that results in making our students and our schools fundamentally unsafe in America.

- We condemn the blatant, unbridled racist statements made against Haiti, El Salvador, African nations, and immigrants made by President Trump. We call on elected officials to stand with us in condemning the comments made by the President of the United States.
- We condemn the current gun culture of America and support the NEA in calling for common sense gun control laws to make schools safer in light of yet another tragic school shooting.
- We support WEAC and NEA’s efforts to assist locals and regions in supporting the NEA in its efforts for a Day of Action on April 20.

-motion passed by WEAC Board and adopted by MTI